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HALL OF FISHES
FinFin

Find these organisms in The aquarium!Find these organisms in The aquarium!
 
 SEA ANEMONES GIANT PACIFIC OCTOPUS MOON JELLIES

Fun facT:Fun facT: These are animals, 
not plants! You can touch one 

on Tide Pool Plaza.
How many arms can you 

count on the octopus?
Can you move like a jelly? 

Watch to see how they swim.

GARIBALDI GIANT KELP SHEEPHEAD

Find the bright orange fish!
 Do you see any with blue spots? 

These ones are the babies!

How many pieces of kelp 
can you count in the Kelp 
Forest? Kelp is a home for 

many types of animals.

This fish has a big stripe
 down the middle.
 What color is it?

SHARKS LOGGERHEAD 
SEA TURTLE

ORANGE 
CLOWNFISH

How many sharks can you 
count in the Kelp Exhibit?

Our sea turtle was rescued from New 
Jersey. Even though her back flippers 
can’t move, she can still swim great!

Can you find Nemo? 
Fun facTFun facT: The orange 

clownfish is only one of 
30 types of clownfish!
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SHARK SHORES, 
SEADRAGONS 
+ SEAHORSES

Did you know that sharks, rays, seadragons, and seahorses 
are all fish? One thing fish have in common is they all have fins! 

Circle all The fins on each animal.Circle all The fins on each animal.

How do The fins help each animal? How do The fins help each animal? 
Circle The answer.

Shark fins help them swim through the water/sand.

Ray fins are flat and help them rest in the water/sand.

Seahorse fins help them swim/rest. 

Their tails wrap around coral and seaweed so they can swim/rest.

Seadragon fins help them blend in with seaweed/rocks.
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BEYSTER FAMILY 
LITTLE BLUE PENGUINS

Body part Body part 
word bank:word bank:

Feet
Flippers   

Beak   
Eyes 
Back
Head
Legs

Feathers
Stomach

behaviorbehavior
word bank:word bank:

Swimming
Walking
Standing

Laying
Calling

Pick a penguin To observe. Pick a penguin To observe. 
Write its band color(s) here: 

Watch your penguin for i0 seconds. Watch your penguin for i0 seconds. 
What behavior was your penguin doing? Circle one: 

 Swimming  Walking  Standing  Laying  

 Calling (Making Noise)           Other:                                      .      

Fill in The senTence below using The Fill in The senTence below using The 
body parT word bank and The behavior body parT word bank and The behavior 

you observed:you observed:

Penguins use their     
(body part)

when they are     . 
                                         (behavior) 

                     

VisiT The research sTaTion and ask The naTuralisT VisiT The research sTaTion and ask The naTuralisT 
abouT the penguin behaviors you observed and abouT the penguin behaviors you observed and 

any penguin questions you have! any penguin questions you have! 




